Your presentation involves a live performer who sits on a stool next to the video image. This performance is synchronized to the audio and imagery on the video. The setup and performance is very simple.

*Setting up* for your Living Voices show is easy and uses common equipment. You will need:

**To play the video**
a computer/laptop

**To see the video**
In most *small groups* you will only need a smart board / screen.

In *large groups* you will need a screen and a video projector

**To hear the sound and the actor**
In *small groups* the audio from your monitor speakers should work fine.

In *large groups* you will need a sound system that allows you to amplify the sound from the video and a microphone (on a stand) for the actor.

**Lights**
In *small groups* don’t leave the actor in the dark by turning off all the lights. Turn off only those that are needed to reduce glare in the monitor.

In *large groups* please use a special light (sometimes an overhead projector works) so that the screen and the actor can be seen with the house lights off.